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1 System, social formation



1.1 What is a system?
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dynamics D 
(self-organisation)

elements E (agents) 
in interaction

dominance
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emergence 
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macro-level

micro-level

System



1.2 What is a social system?

social relations 

social 
self-organisation 

individual or collective actors 
in interaction

sharing
added values

having a share in 
added values

macro-level

micro-level

Social system



1.3 What kind of social system is society?

societal relations 
with respect to a (common-)good(s) society 

societal 
self-organisation 

actors as members of society
in interaction

provision of 
common(-good)s

production of 
common(-good)s

macro-level

micro-level

Societal system



1.4 What is a social formation?

culture general

specific

polity

economy

ecology

technology

Alignment of
levels in a 
specification
hierarchy



1.4.1 What kind of levels are aligned?

societal relations 
with respect to definitions of what is (a) good

cultural 
self-organisation 

cultural actors
in interaction

legitimation by
rules

production of 
rules

macro-level

micro-level

Cultural system



1.4.1 What kind of levels are aligned?

societal relations 
with respect to decisions on the conduct of a good life

political 
self-organisation 

political actors
in interaction

authorisation by
regulations

production of 
regulations

macro-level

micro-level

Political system



1.4.1 What kind of levels are aligned?

societal relations 
with respect to the disposition of means for a good life

economic 
self-organisation 

economic actors
in interaction

allocation of
resources

production of 
resources

macro-level

micro-level

Economic system



1.4.1 What kind of levels are aligned?

societal relations 
with respect to nature inside and outside

ecological 
self-organisation 

ecological actors
in interaction

life support
adaptation

macro-level

micro-level

Ecological system



1.4.1 What kind of levels are aligned?

societal relations 
with respect to technological means

technological 
self-organisation 

technological actors
in interaction

enhancement,
augmentationinnovation

macro-level

micro-level

Technological system



2 "Mechanisms" of "social morphogenesis" 



2.1 The "generative mechanism" of systemic evo-devo

an ever more differentiated 
structure  

that allows for  
 

ever more differentiated agents 
that bring about

macro-level

micro-level

Convergence/divergence

the formation of
the formation of



2.2 The "generative mechanism" of societal evo-devo

ever more differentiated 
societal relations  

that allow for  
 

ever more differentiated individuals 
that bring about

macro-level

micro-level

Socialisation/
individua-
lisation

the formation of
the formation of



2.2 The "generative mechanism" of societal evo-devo

an higher-order 
structure of society 

that allows for  
 

individuals of a new kind
that, morphostatically, maintain

macro-level

micro-level

Discrete step

the formation of
the formation of



development n+1 
("stasis" n+1)

revolution n+1 
("genesis" of 
form n+1)

stratification as
result of history
("Geschichte")

revolution n
("genesis" of 
form n)

2.2 The "generative mechanism" of societal evo-devo

evolution of societies ("metamorphosis")

social
formation n+1

social 
formation n

development n
("stasis" n)

stratum n+1

stratum n

Stages



today?

establishment of
regional/global 
institutions?

ever new 
layers of
capitalism?dominance of

financial capital

2.3 The "generative mechanism" of societal evo-devo today
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2.3 The "generative mechanism" of societal evo-devo today

space of trajectories
possible

space of trajectories
impossible

The Great Bifurcation

today

amplified
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(=crisis)

mastering the global challenges: 
Global Sustainable Information
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2.3 The "generative mechanism" of societal evo-devo today

The potential of a transition to an organisation of higher-order of 
existing societies (GSIS) has emerged.

1. Civilisation is doomed unless that potential is actualised.

2. The transition to a GSIS cannot be actualised unless the 
commons are disclosed.

3. The disclosure of the commons cannot be carried out unless the 
actors reflect the "third". 



2.3.1 The advent of a "morphogenic society"

societies

A metasystem transition to a possible supra-system
as another step in socialisation/individualisation



2.3.1 The advent of a "morphogenic society"

component societies world society in statu nascendi (GSIS)

A metasystem transition to a possible supra-system
as another step in socialisation/individualisation



2.3.2 Respect for the "relational good" of the commons

societal relations 
with respect to a (common-)good(s) society 

societal 
self-organisation 

actors as members of society
in interaction

provision of 
common(-good)s

production of 
common(-good)s

macro-level

micro-level

Enclosure of the commons



2.3.2 Respect for the "relational good" of the commons

societal relations enforcing
parochial ways of living, nationalism, fundamentalism 

societal 
self-organisation 

actors as members of society
in interaction

provision of 
common(-good)s

production of 
common(-good)s

macro-level

micro-level

Enclosure of the cultural
commons



2.3.2 Respect for the "relational good" of the commons

societal relations enforcing
right-wing, technocratic or populist authoritarian rule 

societal 
self-organisation 

actors as members of society
in interaction

provision of 
common(-good)s

production of 
common(-good)s

macro-level

micro-level

Enclosure of the political
commons



2.3.2 Respect for the "relational good" of the commons

societal relations enforcing
the Matthew principle by the financial capital 

societal 
self-organisation 

actors as members of society
in interaction

provision of 
common(-good)s

production of 
common(-good)s

macro-level

micro-level

Enclosure of the economic
commons



2.3.2 Respect for the "relational good" of the commons

societal relations enforcing
the extensive/intensive colonisation of life conditions  

societal 
self-organisation 

actors as members of society
in interaction

provision of 
common(-good)s

production of 
common(-good)s

macro-level

micro-level

Enclosure of the ecological
commons



2.3.2 Respect for the "relational good" of the commons

societal relations enforcing
military-industry-complex and big industry funded r&d  

societal 
self-organisation 

actors as members of society
in interaction

provision of 
common(-good)s

production of 
common(-good)s

macro-level
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Enclosure of the technological
commons



 
 
 
macro-level
micro-level

social information generation

2.3.3 The "reflexive imperative"
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macro-level
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2.3.3 The "reflexive imperative"
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macro-level
micro-level

co-operative societal information

2.3.3 The "reflexive imperative"
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2.3.3 The "reflexive imperative"

ego

alter
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2.3.3 The "reflexive imperative"

ego

alter

 
 
 
macro-level
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3 Conclusion

•A "morphogenic society" shines forth in the multiple crises of today 
but its advent is only accomplished when a greater variety is 
ensured by the social formation of a GSIS

•The gobal challenges are caused by the structural disrespect for 
the "relational good" of the commons

•The "reflexive imperative" is a call upon agential reflexivity to take 
the "third" into consideration


